The Best Selling and Most Efficient Lambda Packaging Extract In The World.

Power In Numbers
When you absolutely need to construct the highest efficiency cDNA or genomic libraries: Look to where researchers worldwide have been generating the most comprehensive libraries for the past eight years: Gigapack® Packaging Extracts from Stratagene.

Obtain Those "Non-Clonable" Inserts
Gigapack® II Gold Packaging Extracts provide the highest packaging efficiencies commercially available: $2 \times 10^9$ pfu/µg. Gigapack II packaging extracts are restriction minus (McrA', McrBC', Mr', McrF', HsdR') allowing construction of extremely efficient and representative libraries.

Complete Systems
Stratagene offers an assortment of cloning systems including Lambda ZAP® II', Lambda FIX™ II, Lambda DASH™ II Vector Kits and the ZAP-cDNA® Synthesis Kit*. Stratagene guarantees all products and offers an experienced technical support staff to assist in all your cloning needs.

Please call Stratagene or a Stratagene distributor for more information on our complete line of cloning products and services.

* Patents Pending
Invitrogen's new version of the TA Cloning™ kit, the most advanced method of direct cloning of PCR amplified nucleic acids, now offers improved cloning efficiencies.

- The TA Cloning™ kit allows direct cloning of PCR products without modification of primers, restriction digestion or the use of modifying enzymes and new improvements yield the highest cloning efficiencies available.

- The new pCR™ II vector provides an T7 origin for rescue of single stranded DNA, T7 and Sp6 RNA promoters for sense and anti-sense transcription, the lacZ gene for blue/white selection, and a choice of ampicillin or kanamycin resistance to eliminate background when amplifying from plasmids.

- Invitrogen's TA Cloning™ kit eliminates the need for traditional PCR cloning procedures which are time-consuming, expensive and inefficient and provides the fastest, most reliable method for direct cloning of PCR products.
Sectors of a tobacco leaf infiltrated with the plant pathogenic bacterium *Erwinia amylovora* or harpin, a protein isolated from it, show collapsed tissue (dark spots); sectors infiltrated with *E. amylovora* mutants that lack harpin have not collapsed. *Erwinia amylovora* causes fire blight, a severe disease of apple and pear trees; harpin appears to be responsible for the collapse of infiltrated tissue and is required for the development of the disease. See page 85. [Photograph: K. Loeffler]

**REPORTS**

Picoscend Optical Switching Based on Biphotonic Excitation of an Electron Donor-Acceptor Donor Molecule


A High-Pressure Test of Birch's Law

A. J. Campbell and D. L. Heinz

Chemiluminescence of Anodized and Etched Silicon: Evidence for a Luminescent Siloxene-Like Layer on Porous Silicon

P. McCord, S.-L. Yau, A. J. Bard

Induction of Pre-Infection Thread Structures in the Leguminous Host Plant by Mitogenic Lipo-Oligosaccharides of *Rhizobium*

A. A. N. van Brussel, R. Bakhuizen, P. C. van Sproens, H. P. Spanik, T. Tak, B. J. J. Lugtenberg, J. W. Kijne

Fatty Acid Biosynthesis Redirected to Medium Chains in Transgenic Oilseed Plants

T. A. Voelker, A. C. Worrell, L. Anderson, J. Bleibaum, C. Fan, D. J. Hawkins, S. E. Radke, H. M. Davies

Evidence That Eukaryotes and Eocyte Prokaryotes Are Immediate Relatives

M. C. Rivera and J. A. Lake

Conformation of the TAR RNA-Arginine Complex by NMR Spectroscopy

J. D. Puglisi, R. Tan, B. J. Calnan, A. D. Frankel, J. R. Williamson

An Unlikely Sugar Substrate Site in the L65 A Structure of the Human Aldose Reductase Holoenzyme Implicated in Diabetic Complications

D. K. Wilson, K. M. Bohren, K. H. Gabbay, F. A. Quiocio

Harpin, Elicitor of the Hypersensitive Response Produced by the Plant Pathogen *Erwinia amylovora*


Increased Osteoclast Development After Estrogen Loss: Mediation by Interleukin-6


Expression of a Ryanodine Receptor-Ca2+

Channel That Is Regulated by TGF-β

G. Giannini, E. Clementi, R. Ceci, G. Marziali, V. Sorrentino

No Requirement for p56lck in the Antigen-Stimulated Clonal Deletion of Thymocytes

K.-i. Nakayama and D. Y. Loh

In Vivo Calcium Elevations in Thymocytes with T Cell Receptors That Are Specific for Self Ligands


Selection of Drug-Resistant Bone Marrow Cells in Vivo After Retroviral Transfer of Human MDR1

B. P. Sorrentino, S. J. Brandt, D. Bodine, M. Gottesman, I. Pastan, A. Cline, A. W. Nienhuis

Infection of *Macaca nemestrina* by Human Immunodeficiency Virus Type-1


Distributed Neural Network Underlying Musical Sight-Reading and Keyboard Performance

J. Sergent, E. Zuck, S. Terriah, B. MacDonald
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The pigtail macaque: a new model for HIV infection
"Here's why GELase™ may replace Nal/glass bead kits for purifying DNA from LMP-agarose gels."

7 reasons that you can easily check for yourself...

1. Recovery of DNA is about 100% using GELase.
   Nal/glass bead kits give about 50% recovery for 2–15 Kb DNA (see figure) and much less outside of that size range.

2. High molecular weight DNA, even megabase DNA, is not damaged using GELase.
   DNA larger than 15 Kb is sheared using Nal/glass bead kits.

3. GELase is easy to use.
   Just melt the gel slice with GELase Buffer, add GELase and incubate at 45°C to digest. To concentrate the DNA, add ethanol. The gel digestion products are soluble and won't precipitate with the DNA.

4. GELase is inexpensive.
   One unit of GELase digests 600 mg of a 1% LMP-agarose gel in 1 hour in GELase Buffer. With a 10-hour incubation instead of 1 hour, the 200-unit size of GELase is enough to digest more than a KILOGRAM of a 1% gel.

5. DNA purified using GELase is ready to use and biologically active.
   Some companies recommend two rounds of purification with a Nal/glass bead kit to obtain DNA for cloning. That's not necessary with GELase. DNA recovered using GELase is ready for use in restriction mapping, cloning, labeling, sequencing or other molecular biological experiments.

6. GELase is active in electrophoresis buffers.
   It digests gels in TAE, TBE, MOPS and phosphate buffers. Special Nal/glass bead kits are needed for gels in TBE buffer.

7. Protocols for using GELase are the same for RNA as for DNA.
   GELase is RNase-free and active in MOPS or phosphate buffers that are used for RNA gels. In contrast, a special version of Nal/glass bead kit is needed for purification of RNA.

What is GELase?
GELase is a novel enzyme preparation that digests the carbohydrate backbone of agarose into small soluble oligosaccharides, yielding a clear liquid that will not become viscous or gel even on cooling in an ice bath. It permits simple and quantitative recovery of intact DNA or RNA from low melting point (LMP) agarose gels. GELase contains no contaminating DNase, RNase or phosphatase.

*GELase is a trademark of EPICENTRE TECHNOLOGIES, Madison, WI.

EPICENTRE TECHNOLOGIES
1202 Ann Street
Madison, WI 53713
800/284-8474

...when you need to be sure of the quality

EPICENTRE's products are also available from the following distributors:

AUSTRALIA: Andromeda Scientific, Tel. 02/418-1684
CANADA: Cedarlane Laboratories, Tel. 800/268-5058
GERMANY: BIOzym Diagnostik GmbH, Tel. 5151/7311
ITALY: SPA - BioSPA Division, Tel. 02/81831
NORWAY & DENMARK, FINLAND, ICELAND, SWEDEN: MedProbe AS (Oslo), Tel. 47-2200-137
SWEDEN: Bio-Zac AB, Tel. 0758/503-74
TAIWAN: PROTECH, Tel. 2/981-0844

For other countries, please contact EPICENTRE TECHNOLOGIES at Tel. 608/277-8474 or Fax 608/251-3199.

Circle No. 10 on Readers' Service Card
CSS/3™ Complete Statistical System with over 1,000 presentation-quality graphs fully integrated with all procedures and on-screen graph customization. The largest selection of statistics in a single system; in-depth, comprehensive implementations of: Explanatory techniques; multi-way tables with banners; nonparametrics; distribution fitting; multiple regression; general nonlinear estimation; logit/probit analysis; general ANCOVA/MANCOVA; stepwise discriminant analysis; log-linear analysis; factor analysis; cluster analysis; multidimensional scaling; canonical correlation; item analysis; reliability; survival analysis; time series modeling; forecasting; lags analysis; quality control; process analysis; experimental design (with Taguchi); and much more. Manuals with comprehensive introductions to each procedure and examples. Integrated Stats Advisor expert system. Extensive data management facilities (powerful spreadsheet with formulas; relational merge; data verification; flexible programming language). Optimized (plain English menus/mouse) user interface: even complex analyses require just few self-explanatory selections (CSS can be run without manual). Quick Start booklet explains all basic conventions. Macros, batch/commands also supported. All output displayed in Scrolsheets™ (dynamic tables with pop-up windows and instant graphs). Extremely large analysis designs (e.g., correlation matrices up to 32,000x32,000). Unlimited size of files: extended precision; unmatched speed (Assembler, C) Exchanges data (and graphics) with many applications (incl. Excel®, Lotus 1-2-3®, Dbase IV®, SPSS®). Highest resolution output on practically all printers (incl. HP Postscript), plotters, recorders, typesetters. IBM compatibles, 640k or more. Price: $595.

Quick CSS™ Subset of CSS/3: all basic statistical modules (incl. data management) and the full, presentation-quality graphics capabilities of CSS/3. Price: $295.

CSS:GRAPHICS™ A comprehensive graphics/charting system with data management. All graphics capabilities of CSS/3 and, in addition, extended on-screen drawing; 19 scalable fonts, special effects, icons, maps, multi-graphics management. Hundreds of types of graphs. Interactive rotation and interactive cross-sections of 3D graphs. Extensive selection of tools for graphical exploration of data: fitting; smoothing; spectral planes; overlaying; layered compressions; marked subsets. Unique multivariate (e.g., 4D) graphs. Facilities to custom-design new graphs and add them permanently to menu. Import/export of graphs and data, 15 formats. Optimized (menu/mouse) user interface; even complex graphs require few keystrokes: all graphs on this page can be produced from raw data in less than 20 minutes. Macros, batch/commands also supported. Unlimited size of files. Highest resolution output on all hardware (see CSS/3). IBM compatibles, 640k or more. CSS:GRAPHICS is included in CSS:STATISTICA (available separately for $495).

Megafile Manager™ Comprehensive analytic data base management system. Unlimited size of files (up to 32,000 fields or 8 MB per record). Megafile Manager is included in CSS/3 and CSS:STATISTICA (separately: $295).

CSS:STATISTICA™ A fully integrated system that combines all the capabilities of CSS/3 and CSS:GRAPHICS into a single extremely comprehensive data analysis system. Price: $795.

Domestic sh/h $7 per product; 14-day money back guarantee.

For IBM circle #1
For Mac circle #2

2325 E. 13th St., Tulsa, OK 74104 * (918) 563-4149
Fax: (918) 563-4376


CSS/3, CSS:GRAPHICS, Megafile Manager. Quick CSS. STATISTICA, Statsoft, dBASE IV, Excel, Lotus, MacDraw, Macintosh, Postscript are trademarks of their respective companies. SPSS is a registered trademark of SPSS, Inc.
Agriculture and Climate Change

How will increases in levels of CO2 and changes in temperature affect food production? A recently issued report analyzes prospects for U.S. agriculture 1990 to 2030.* The report, prepared by a distinguished Task Force, first projects the evolution of agriculture assuming increased levels of CO2 but no climate change. Then it deals with effects of climate change, followed by a discussion of how greenhouse emissions might be diminished by agriculture. Economic and policy matters are also covered.

Most forecasts of the future miss reality by a large margin because of the unforeseen. However, trends of increases in agricultural productivity have been robust. If climate does not change drastically, U.S. agriculture is likely to continue to expand production per hectare by about 1.5% per year. The report points out that from 1930 to 1987, while population nearly doubled, the land area required for crops in the United States shrank by one-seventh. Were climate to remain steady, the crop land area needed to meet domestic demand and projected increased exports would decrease from 134 million hectares in 1987 to about 88 million hectares in 2030. Those estimates did not factor in beneficial effects of increased CO2 in enhancing yields and lessening need for water by plants. The increased efficiency in production would be based largely on genetic improvements. Traditional plant breeding continues to produce better varieties. In addition, the potentials of biotechnology are only beginning to be exploited.

How the climate would respond to more greenhouse gases is uncertain. If temperatures were higher, there would be more evaporation and more precipitation. Where would the rain fall? That is a good question. Weather in a particular locality is not determined by global averages. The Dust Bowl of the 1930s could be repeated at its former site or located in another region such as the present Corn Belt. But depending on the realities at a given place, farmers have demonstrated great flexibility in choosing what they may grow. Their flexibility has been increased by the numerous varieties of seeds of major crops that are now available, each having different characteristics such as drought resistance and temperature tolerance. For example, in future, varieties of winter wheat are likely to have an even larger role than now. Seeds are planted in the autumn, and the crop is harvested ahead of the drought and heat of midsummer. The area suitable for this crop has already been doubled as a result of success of plant breeders.

In past, agriculture has contributed about 5% of U.S. greenhouse gases (CO2, CH4, and N2O). Two large components have involved emissions of CO2 from farm machinery and from oxidation of organic matter in soil. Use of diesel fuel and more efficient machinery has reduced emissions from that source by 40%. In some areas changed tillage practices (no till) are now responsible for returning carbon to the soil.

The report identifies an important potential for diminishing net U.S. emissions of CO2 by growth and utilization of biomass. Large areas are already available that could be devoted to energy crops. Estimates of potential impact included one from the Office of Technology Assessment. It hypothesized that 30 million hectares might be employed, ultimately resulting in production of 6 to 8% of current U.S. energy consumption. Another estimate suggested that the United States could offset half of its current emissions of CO2 related to fossil fuels by planting 140 million hectares with trees. Other projections (not cited) indicate a potential that all U.S. liquid fuels eventually could be obtained from biomass. To achieve such a goal would require selection and development of fast-growing, high-yielding trees or herbaceous plants, plus improved methods of processing their cellulose to ethanol alcohol. A substantial potential for diesel fuel lies in the seeds of some plants such as sunflower and rape. In addition to providing local benefits, technology developed in the United States could widely find applications in other countries, resulting in diminished global emissions of CO2.

To achieve long-term goals of using biomass energy and maintaining reliable food production under changing conditions will require a vital agricultural research and production system. But the goals can be reached. As the report states, "Unlike the earth's endowment of land and water, which are fixed and growing relatively smaller compared to demands on them, the capacity for acquiring knowledge has no known limit."

Philip H. Abelson

Tree-Ring Research

Regarding a photograph by one of us (B.M.B.) that appeared with the article "There’s a new offering on campus: Global change 101" by Ann Gibbons (Research News, 22 May, p. 1146), I would like to clarify a few points. First, the photograph shows Mike Peterson of the Tasmania Forestry Commission and Mike Barbetti of the University of Sydney working near the summit of Mount Read, in a group of trees killed by fire in 1961. Neither Peterson nor Barbetti is a Lamont-Doherty researcher, as stated in the caption; both were assisting on an ongoing project directed by Ed Cook, a research scientist at Lamont-Doherty. We cut and sectioned this standing, dead tree for our study; but the rest of our samples were taken with the use of increment cores, which remove only a 4-millimeter dowel of wood from the tree and cause no discernible harm to living trees. We do not usually cut trees, and when we do only dead trees are cut. Additional samples taken at this site included buried and partially buried, nonliving stems and eroded stumps from within the fire-killed site only, and not from the adjacent, living site. We make every effort to have minimal impact in the areas in which we work, while at the same time getting the best samples for our research interests.

Brendan M. Buckley
Edward R. Cook
Gordon C. Jacoby

Tree-Ring Laboratory,
Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory of Columbia University,
Palisades, NY 10964

Evolution of HIV in Africa

Steve Sternberg’s Research News article of 15 May (p. 966) describes a phylogenetic analysis which concludes that West Central Africa may contain a lineage of HIV-1 (human immunodeficiency virus–1) that is ancestral to the other HIV-1 isolates analyzed to date. This conclusion has been criticized on the basis of the relatively low prevalence of HIV-1 in that region of Africa, but this low prevalence is entirely consistent with the patterns expected from current evolutionary considerations of HIV virulence (I). These evolutionary considerations suggest that the pandemic HIV evolved to a high level of virulence in mid-Central and East Africa in response to an increase in multiple-partner sexual contact brought about by the socioeconomic crisis that occurred there during the 1970s. The lower rates of sexual contact along the west coast of Africa should have favored the evolution of lower virulence. Accordingly, current evidence indicates that the HIV-2 in West Africa has a lower virulence and lower prevalences than the pandemic HIV-1 (1–3). The limited comparisons to date also suggest that these low prevalences of HIV-2 are remaining fairly stable in areas of West Africa where HIV-2 predominates (4). According to this evolutionary argument, the same should be true of HIV-1 strains that have evolved endemically in areas with relatively low rates of multiple-partner sexual contact. That is, we can expect such strains of HIV-1 in western regions to have a lower, more stable prevalence than the HIV-1 strains in mid-Central and East Africa.

This evolutionary argument can be tested by assessing the virulence of the root West African HIV-1 lineages in humans by quantifying, for example, the time between the onset of infection and the onset of AIDS. The evolutionary theory predicts that the virulence and replication rates of these lineages should be lower than those of the lineages in mid-Central and East Africa. Seropositivity should also increase more gradually with age, more like the age structure of HIV-2 infections than pandemic HIV-1 infections (2, 3).

Paul W. Essed
Department of Biology,
Amherst College,
Amherst, MA 01002-2237
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Bevalac Funding

More is at stake in the imminent closure of Berkeley’s Bevalac than David P. Hamilton suggests in his article “NASA researchers
antidote for MH; (ii) MH patient-physician organizations that educated medical personnel to recognize and treat this rarely occurring disease; and (iii) biomedical engineers who created new monitoring devices to permit the early detection of the hypermetabolic state that characterizes acute MH.

Much additional work remains to be done before the understanding of the molecular biology of MH is sufficient to permit development of improved diagnostic tests. No doubt, such tests will help reduce MH morbidity and mortality rates even further in the future.

Marilyn Green Larach, Director, North American Malignant Hyperthermia Registry, and Department of Anesthesia, College of Medicine, Pennsylvania State University, Hershey, PA 17033
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Chemical Weapons Disposal

The article “Piecemeal rescue for Soviet science” by David P. Hamilton (News & Comment, 27 Mar., p. 1632) mentions a suggestion by scientists from a former Soviet weapons lab to use nuclear explosives to destroy chemical weapon stockpiles. The article states that the suggestion met with a “very mixed response” from the Americans.

One could note that the U.S. government has also considered this method. The Defense Nuclear Agency completed a study in 1982 (1) which suggested that there were a number of advantages to be gained by using a nuclear blast to destroy chemical weapons in an underground cavity. For example, the weapons would require no preparation or disassembly, and there would be no residue requiring disposal. This idea, along with other novel concepts for the disposal of the chemical stockpile, was rejected by the Army in favor of reverse assembly-incineration.

David N. Clark, Battelle, 11650 Stark Road, Tooele, UT 84074
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1992 AAAS AWARD FOR PUBLIC UNDERSTANDING OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Nominations Invited

- An annual Award for working scientists and engineers from all disciplines who make outstanding contributions to public understanding of science and technology but are not members of the media.
- Contributions should have a significant impact on the public; be accurate, timely, and innovative; and convey the meaning, excitement, and significance of scientific activity.
- The Award will be presented during the AAAS Annual Meeting in Boston, Massachusetts, February 11–16, 1993.
- The Award carries a $5,000 prize.

1991 Award Winner: Stephen H. Schneider
National Center for Atmospheric Research

For additional information, contact: Patricia S. Curlin, AAAS Committee on Public Understanding of Science and Technology, 1333 H Street, NW, Washington, DC 20005, telephone 202/326-6605 or fax 202/371-9849.

Deadline for nominations is 1 August 1992.

Pharmaceutical/ Biotechnology:
Careers In Industry

This special section, reprinted from the May 8 issue of SCIENCE takes an in-depth look at careers in the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries.

Highlighted topics include:

- Challenges and incentives offered by a pharmaceutical or biotechnology firm
- A sampling of salaries for scientists in industry
- How industry salaries compare with university jobs
- "Hot" new fields in industry

Also included are "career stories" from five scientists who made the decision to move to a position in industry.

To order your copy send $3.00 plus postage to:

Postage (per copy):

US: $1.50
Int'l Surface: $2.00
Int'l Air: $5.00

Visa and MasterCard orders accepted by fax (202) 682-0816
For information on bulk orders call (202) 326-6527
How far will Science's editorial team go to get to the bottom of a news story? To the ends of the Earth... as Senior Writer Joseph Palca did when he accompanied a National Science Foundation team to the South Pole last November. Palca was after hot science, and the weather played its part when temperatures hit a balmy 40° below. This allowed the NSF team to brief Palca—and, by extension, Science's readers—on astronomers' latest plans for astrophysical observations, climatologists' most recent probings of the polar cap to get at the Earth's historical talent for blowing hot and cold, and ozone hole aficionados' newest numbers.

Just what you expect from Science; the journal that finds news that's hot even when it's 40° below.
"Siona and Secoya hunters [in northeastern Ecuador] sharpening spears. Bamboo-tipped spears are a traditional weapon for hunting terrestrial game such as peccaries and tapirs. Since the 1950s, the shotgun has replaced both the spear and blowgun in most hunting. Most of these shotguns are single shot 16 gauge. Factory manufactured shells are expensive, so all hunters reload the plastic shell casings with primers, shot, and gunpowder purchased from river traders." [From W. T. Vickers's paper in Neotropical Wildlife Use and Conservation]

outlook for wildlife in the United States was not much better than what is currently being predicted for Latin America. For example, in 1913, the imminent extinction of the pronghorn "antelope," the bighorn sheep, and the elk was predicted, yet today these species are harvested through sport hunting. Can the wildlife management strategy that has made this possible be adapted to Latin America? Shaw reviews the enormous cultural, political, economic, demographic, and ecological differences between the Americas that make wildlife management in Latin America especially challenging. Existing philosophies, techniques, and theories may not be readily transplantable to Latin America without modification for tropical systems, developing economies, different sociopolitical profiles, and different social views of nature.

Several papers discuss theoretical models for determining potential harvest levels. Unfortunately, as with many models, assumptions are unverified or will be found to be species-specific and thus have limited applicability. The most detailed data are those of Franklin and Fritz for guanacos. Franklin and Fritz conclude, on the basis of two decades of research, that sustainable harvest is feasible. The time it took to reach this conclusion underscores the need for intensive research on other wildlife species. On a more hopeful note, several species of economic importance (caiman, white-winged doves, whistling ducks, capybaras, pacas, iguanas) are amenable to ranching or farming. Unfortunately, these are only a small proportion of the wildlife species utilized, both legally and illegally, from Mexico to Argentina.

Wildlife biology in North America is looked down upon by many ecologists and other biologists, and this is largely the fault of the wildlife biologists themselves, who, with their strongly regional orientation and the close linkage of their work to local game departments, have been long on politics and mundane census studies and short on global theories of management strategy and policy. Undoubtedly, the bright future for wildlife in North America is due to their efforts, but now it is time for them to turn their attention to the question of wildlife management elsewhere in the Americas, where the greatest wildlife diversity resides.

The future of Latin American game and non-game wildlife lies in an international melding of ecology, wildlife biology, conservation, economics, and politics. Can Neotropical wildlife be preserved and used sustainably? Yes, but only if governments and scientists work together to produce solid data and new theories of management. We know that by protecting economically important game and non-game species, we ensure concomitant management of many associated species of vertebrates, invertebrates, and plants. Major attention must be given to habitat protection. Law enforcement efforts based on reasonable (rather than draconian) wildlife laws need to be instituted throughout Latin America. Educational materials are needed for school children and the general public that illustrate the total value of wildlife and the need for wildlife protection.

There may be more species of wildlife to preserve in the Neotropics than in North America and they may be harder to study, but there is no reason to think that the task is beyond our abilities. This volume is a very positive first step in describing its magnitude and complexity.

Michael A. Mares
Oklahoma Museum of Natural History and Department of Zoology, University of Oklahoma, Norman, OK 73019-0606
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